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THE NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE 

FIRST SCHEDULE-continued 
EXEMPTIONS CREATED-continued 

Classes of Goods 

No. 100 

Clothing and other articles of Tariff Chapter 61 suited for wear by babies and young infants, of the kinds and 
sizes specified below: 

Bodices: close-fitting buttoned undergarment without sleeves, worn from neck to waist, size not exceeding 56 cm 
chest (buttoned) 

Babies breechette sets: comprisin~ jacket, jumper or cardigan, with or without attached hood, and overall. The 
latter being a garm. ent with a knltted body and legs with or without closed feet and having maximum measure
ments of 51 cm waist, crutch, waist. 

Buster, ranger or tracksuits: a two-piece set of woven or knitted fabric, or combination of both, consisting of 
a tOll with a maximum chest measurement of 61 cm and legless, or short or long legged trousers with a 
maxlmum waist, crutch length of 56 cm, whichever applies 

Capes with or without hood: a sleeveless cloak, with or without attached hood of woven fabric, with a maximum 
vertical front measurement from throat or collar of ca~ of 61 cm 

Coat sets: comprising coat with. or without matching leggmgs or trousers, and with or without matching hat or 
cap; the coat to have a maximum length of 51 cm* 

Coats or jackets: with or without hood, made from woven fabric, designed to be worn over other outer garments. 
The maximum length of a coat shall be 51 cm. Jackets must have a maximum chest measurement not exceed
ing 72 cm AND a maximum length not exceeding 46 cm 

Dressing ,8owns: sleeved garment, woven, worn indoors over sleepin~ apparel. A maximum length of 69 cm* 
(Attention is drawn to the provisions of the Safety of Children's Nightclothes Act 1977) 

Duffle coat sets: comprising duffle coat with matching leggings or trousers, and with or without matching hat 
or cap. The coat to have maximum length' of 51 cm* 

Frocks or pinafores: a one·piece garment with or without a defined waistline. Maximum length 51 cm* 
Frock or pinafore sets: A multiple-pieced set with a frock or pinafore as the main component-not to exceed 

51 cm length 
Gowns: loose flowing garment. May be suitable embroidered for christening-not to exceed 76 cm in length 
Matinee coats babies: maximum front measurement from throat or collar of cape, of 61 cm. Short knitted or 

crocheted baby pram jacket with or without attached hood 
Nightdresses: gown worn as night attire, .maximum 76 cm* length (Attention is drawn to the provisions of the 

Safety of Children's Nightclothes Act 1977). ) 
Overalls with full length trousers: combination one-piece outer garmeht reaching to ankles and with or without 

sleeves. Maximum measurement 56 cm side waist to bottom of hem 
Overall sets: A multiple piece set with an overall as the main component 
Petticoats: Under garment designed to be worn under a frock or skirt and may be made from knitted fabric. 

Maximum length 51 cm* 
Pyjamas made woven knitted fabric:· two-piece sleeping suit consisting of trousers with or without closed feet 

and separate top. Size not to exceed 61 cm chest. (Attention is drawn to the provisions of the Safety of 
Children's Nightclothes Act 1977). 

Rompers: one-piece legless or short legged woven outergarment which can include a bib front and shoulder 
straps or a top portion with or without sleeves .. The whole garment is not to exceed a maximum length of 
46 cm shoulder to crutch 

Romper suits: a two-piece set comprising of an unattached. sleeved or sleeveless top and pants. The pants to 
have a maximum crutch to waist measurement of 51 cm and the top a maximum chest measurement of 
56cm . 

Shawls: babies woven: rectangular or circular baby wrap 
Skirts with bodice type tops: maximum 51 cm* in length 
Skirts with straps attached to waistband: loose flowing garment attached at waist. Size not to exceed 31 cm from 

top of waistband to lowest point of hem 

* Length to be measured from· point where shoulder joins neck to lowest point on the hem of the garment at 
the back. Maximum tum-up not to exceed 8 mm , 


